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Welcome to this edition of 
The Chronicle
As we reflect on another year at The John 
Henry Newman School, it is amazing to have 
witnessed how much has been achieved by 
our pupils and students.  There have been 
excellent examination results and members 
of our community have encouraged and 
supported each other and helped to make 
our school a better place.  I am sure that the 
following pages will illustrate the energy, 
commitment, spirituality and enthusiasm for 
life that exists within The John Henry School 
community. 

There have been a wide range of activities 
educational trips, enrichment trips, fund raising 
activities including KISS of course, as well as 
the willingness by all to push the boundaries 
of every aspect of school life to enhance the 
provision provided for our children.

We also had a visit from Ofsted, after many, 
many years of waiting, and several letters from 
the Department for Education, all of which 
highlighted the excellent work taking place at 
our school. 

The Ofsted team spoke in glowing terms about 
our children, commenting that-
“Students conduct is impeccable. They are 
courteous, considerate and hard-working.”
And 
“Students wear their uniform with pride and move 
purposefully around the site. At times, they are in a 
hurry to get to lessons that they particularly enjoy.”

You will also be pleased to know that outcomes 
are still very important at our school; we know 
that they will affect your child’s life chances 
and we know how important they are to you 
our parents.  This will never change; we remain 
ambitious to continue to improve on the quality 

GCSE Results Day, 2015

A Level Results Day. 2015

GCSE Success 
James Ryan (10 A* and 1 A), Sara Rock 
(10 A* and 1 A), Josh Smyth (9A* and 1 
A), Daniel Priolo (7A* and A) and Fiona 
Thornton (11A* and 1 A)

of the outcomes for each one of our pupils and 
students. Every single pupil is important to us. 
We were very pleased to receive news from 
the Department for Education to confirm that 
our achievements placed us as one of the top 
90 comprehensive schools in the country on 
one measure and in the top 100 schools on 
another, and that is from a pool of 3208 schools! 
But we are confident that we can continue to 
become even better, providing the best available 
educational experience for all of our pupils and 
students. We strive to create young adults who 
will become leaders of our community and thus 
shape our future world. 

Again the Ofsted inspectors agreed,

“The leadership team of the school are determined to 
ensure that students achieve high levels of academic 
success, and become confident, caring, and cultured 
individuals who contribute well to the school and the 
wider community.” 

And they also noted 

“The proportion of students gaining at least five 
A*-C grades at GCSE including English and maths 
has risen considerably over the past three years. 
Almost 8 out of ten did so in 2014.”

I am pleased to share with you that the upward 
trend continued and 83% of our children 
achieved this key government benchmark last 
summer.

Nick Gibbs, Minister of State for School Reform, 
agrees and wrote to us and stated that pupils at 
the John Henry Newman School have achieved 
an “excellent English Baccalaureate performance”

He explained
“The percentage of your pupils attaining the 
baccalaureate shows that your school is one of the top 
100 comprehensive schools in England based upon 
achievements in these core academic subjects.”

He explained
“These subjects reflect the knowledge and skills 
young people need to progress to further study or to 
rewarding employment.”

The English Baccalaureate measure for our 
school improved over the summer from 49% to 
53%; there really is a relentless drive for whole 
school improvement. 

At A level our 242 Sixth Form students enjoyed 
a pass rate of 99.2%.  Over 52% of all grades 
were A*, A or B with the vast majority of 
students going to their university of choice and 
a significant proportion going to Russell Group 
universities, the leading universities in the 
country. 

BTEC students have also been extremely 
successful this year with a 100% pass rate, 67% 
of these grades were Distinction*/Distinction, 
and over 87% of the grades were Distinction*/
Merit.

God Bless

Mr C Mathew
Headteacher
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Biology A2 Field Trip 
Dale Fort in Milford 
Haven
In September A level Biology students 
visited Dale Fort in South Wales.  
The trip is undertaken by those A2 
students who take the full A level in 
Biology. On the trip the students have a 
wonderful opportunity to supplement their 
A2 learning with actual field experience. 
They spend four full days learning about 
unique shoreline ecologies and then 
plan their A2 coursework on the evening 
of the third day. On the fourth day the 
students collect data and run preliminary 
models to help finalize their planning and 
implementation. The fieldtrip centre is 
operated by the Field Studies Council and 
each course is taught by experienced tutors 
and JHN staff.

 
 
 
We were so pleased to have been invited 
to develop ideas for the Lister Hospital, 
which does so much for so many.  We 
were delighted that the staff appreciate 
the value that visual language has on the 
space in which we all live and work.  We 
hope everyone who uses the hospital feels 
uplifted by the work.

We wanted the work to be captivating so 
that patients who were waiting to be seen 
by the hospital’s doctors and nurses might 

be intrigued by the work, that they might 
ask questions about it and, on reflection, 
realise what our young artists had been 
working on.

Ideas for the work came from the location 
of the hospital so Stevenage old and 
new towns, the local countryside and 
the numbers associated with Stevenage 
were all sources of inspiration. We were 
delighted when Mr. Mathew and David 
Brewer unveiled the work at the start of the 
academic year.

Year 7 Enrolment Services
In September we welcomed our new Year 7 pupils.  Their Enrolment Evenings remain 
one of the highlights of the school calendar.  

Lister Hospital Art work 
unveiling
The artwork created by JHN pupils was 
unveiled at Lister Hospital.

SEPTEMBER 2014
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Improving Gender Balance
Stereotypes has been a buzzword at The John 
Henry Newman School this year as staff and 
students have been encouraged to question 
gender balance as part of a nationwide 
research project which is being funded by the 
Department for Education.  

By backing the Improving Gender Balance 
Project, the government recognises that 
certain expectations can be detrimental to 
the aspirations of students.  For example, if 
engineering is viewed as a profession more 
suited to men then is it any wonder that only 
20% of A-level Physics students are female?  But 
it is time to recognise that this is an out-dated 
and incorrect assumption.

The project aims to encourage staff, students, 
parents and governors to critically evaluate 
their unconscious biases which could be 

influencing the decisions that we make.  These 
biases are the result of the many messages that 
we are exposed to each day from the media, 
our peers and our interactions with the world 
around us.  

Many different tailored interventions have 
taken place throughout the year. But as a brief 
snapshot: Year 7 students enjoyed questioning 
the messages that children receive from toys; 
Year 8 students hotly debated the words that 
they use to represent their own gender in 
a series of P4C lessons; Year 9 parents and 
students received an unprecedented careers 
event encouraging them to think outside the 
box before their important options choices; 
Year 10 students were involved in a morning 
of workshops on topics such as ‘masculinity’ 
and ‘confidence’ and sixthform students were 
involved in PSHCE lessons and were highly 
effective at delivering workshops lower down 
the school.

The project now runs into its second academic 
year at the John Henry Newman School and 
will build on the successes of last year.  If you 
would like to know more about the project 
please go to www.iop.org/IGB

Paris Trip
A group of Year 9 and 10 pupils, accompanied 
by Mrs Martinelli, Mr Wright and Mrs Irving, 
enjoyed a fun-packed four days in Paris. 
Not only did our pupils have the opportunity 
to speak a lot of French whilst there ( thanks to 
their willingness to ‘have a go’ and to Malek, 
our enthusiastic French tour guide) but they 
also enjoyed the splendid Parisian sights. These 
included viewing Paris from both the top of the 
Eiffel Tower and the Arc de Triomphe, window 
shopping on the Champs Elysées and a boat  

 
 
ride on the Seine, from where we viewed Notre  
Dame Cathedral and the Louvre Art gallery. 
On the final day, we visited Montmartre and 
the beautiful Sacré Coeur Cathedral. There our 
pupils enjoyed French ‘crêpes’ and many had 
their caricatures drawn by the bohemian artists 
in the Place de Tertre. JHN pupils were stars 
at every stage of the trip and seemed to enjoy 
soaking up ‘all things French’.
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John Henry Newman  
Feast Day 2014
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Spanish Exchange 
Our 11th exchange trip to Valencia, Spain 
proved to be popular with year 9 and 10 
pupils.  
The pupils had an extensive programme of 
activities. Nearly every day they attended 
one hour lessons with their Spanish 
partners. This experience gave them a 
taste of the education system in Spain. 
Pupils were able to find similarities and 
differences with their own school, which in 
turn encouraged them to further develop 
opinions and understand educational and 
cultural diversity.

The first day after our arrival, the school’s 
KS3 and KS4 Learning Director welcomed 
pupils and gave them a tour of the school. 
In the afternoon, we went on a boat 
trip to the venue of the America’s Cup 
Competition and the Formula 1 Race 
Circuit. The weather was gorgeous despite 
the fact it was autumn!  In the evening, 
English and Spanish pupils cooked their 
own ‘Paella Valenciana’ and some other 
traditional dishes which they enjoyed 
eating afterwards. The pupils were very 
proud of themselves as these dishes are 
quite complicated to cook! After a long day 
they were ready to go to bed and then have 
a restful weekend with their Spanish host 
families.

 
On Monday, we started this busy day with 
a scrumptious hot chocolate with churros, 
a sweet delicacy favoured by all our 
exchange pupils. This gave us all the energy 
we needed for a guided tour of the old part 
of town, which was led by El Pilar 6th Form 
students. We visited the most important 
attractions of this monumental city. We then 
went into Spain’s largest indoor market, a 
lively place full of colour, fresh products 
which was an opportunity for our pupils to 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

use their transactional Spanish when doing 
some food shopping. After lunch in the Túria 
Gardens, we went on another city tour on a 
tourist bus. 

The second day was the visit to the City of 
the Arts and Science, a modern architectural 
complex comprising of the Science museum, 
IMAX Cinema, Aquarium and Opera 
House. At the Aquarium, one of the biggest 
in Europe, we saw a delightful dolphin 
show. We ended the day watching a nature 
documentary in the IMAX cinema. 

The next day, pupils enjoyed the interactive 
activities at the Science Museum. They also 
had a shopping opportunity at the mall. 
In the afternoon we visited the Botanical 
Garden, which is in the very centre of 
Valencia, where pupils did a workshop on 
photosynthesis and climate change.  

 To end the programme of activities there
was an Anglo-Spanish trip to Peñíscola. 
Following the tradition of past exchanges, 
John Henry Newman and El Pilar pupils 
joined together on this trip to the seaside. 
English pupils appreciated the wonderful 
weather at the end of November. This was an 
opportunity for the English and the Spanish 
pupils to bond as a group and enjoy outdoor 
games and activities together.  As usual, 
we were then treated to a delicious meal in 
a local restaurant, courtesy of our Spanish 
partners. 
 
The departure day arrived, pupils had forged 
new friendships and were sad to say good 
bye. With tears in their eyes but happy to 
have enjoyed such a unique experience, 
they said “Hasta la Vista” to their Spanish 
partners and wait in anticipation for their 
partners’ visit in February to return their 
warm welcome.



Year 8 Zoolab Visit

As part of their learning on world 
ecosystems, in October Year 8 pupils took 
part in a workshop run by “Zoolab” in 
which they had the chance to learn about 
how animals have adapted to living in 
rainforests and deserts.

Zoolab brought in a wide variety of 
animals for the pupils to see and touch, 
ranging from a Corn Snake to a large 
Cockroach, with one of the pupils’ 
favourites being the Australian Green Tree 
Frog which camouflaged nicely on the 
green Geography cupboard door! 
 
 
 

Year 9 Trip to Lee Valley 
Park and Farm

At the start of the school year, Year 9 
had the opportunity to visit Holyfield 
Hall Farm, part of the Lee Valley Park in 
Essex. 

The group spent half the day practising 
their map skills by taking part in a GPS 
orienteering competition, developing 
valuable team-working skills. This was 
followed by a guided tour of a working 
dairy farm where pupils were allowed into 
the milking parlour and learnt about the 
journey of a pint of milk from the farm to 
the supermarket. Pupils also learned about 
how the farm is helping to protect the 
environment and many even got to stroke 
some calves!  
 
 

Year 7 Fun Run 
On Friday 17th October, pupils and students took part in a Fun Run and raised nearly 
£2000 for the KISS charity in Uganda. 
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Lest we forget

In 2014, the school held a special memorial 
service in recognition of the Centenary 
of the First World War. The JHN History 
Club worked together over the course 
of the year and raised money to create a 
permanent plaque which was unveiled 
during the remembrance service and a 
temporary poppy memorial tree.

The History Club has been working 
together since September 2013. In that 
time they have created a poppy memorial 
tree, a plaque, led services and translated a 
four-page historical letter (which was not 
in the best handwriting!). The club meets 
twice a week, every member contributes  

 
 
and has his/hert own individuals goals in 
each project.  
  
The club has grown from just five 
members to the thirteen we now have.
Next year we are planning to celebrate 
momentous occasions throughout History. 
For example: Black History Month and the 
Holocaust memorial day. Our work will 
continue to remember History and what 
has happened to help everyone in this 
school understand its importance. This 
group is entirely led by the pupils.

NOVEMBER 2014

The plaque conceived by the History Club
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Year 9 Trip to Italy - November 2014



Year 13 Geography World 
Cities Field Trip
Year 13 Geography students enjoyed a full 
day of field work in London as part of their 
A2 studies about World Cities.  

IET Engineer Hang Out 
In November 2014 a group of Year 9 pupils 
participated in the first IET Engineer Hang 
Out.   

The pupils took part in a Skype call with 
two engineers from Imagination, a company 
that works in creative engineering for many 
multi-national companies.  The engineers 
talked about their work and the pupils then 
had the opportunity to ask questions about 
working for Imagination and careers in 
engineering.  

The video of the event can be found at:

http://faraday.theiet.org/careers/engineer-
hangouts/index.cfm

Many thanks to the IET for inviting us to take 
part in this exciting opportunity. 

Multi-Faith Weeks 
In late November, the Chaplaincy team 
organised the first Multi-faith week in the 
school.   

The Multi-Faith week provided a week 
long range of workshops and activities 
encouraging pupils to learn about Hinduism, 
bringing to life the hindu beliefs and 
traditions such as rangoli patterns. The 
second Multi-Faith week later in the year 
focused on Judaism.

Following a guided talk about the major regeneration 
scheme around Kings Cross, the group spent time at 
the London Transport Museum, St Katherine Docks and 
Canary Wharf.  The main focus of the visit was to explore 
and appreciate the ever changing environment of an 
influential World City.
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Year 9 and 10 Trip to Berlin 
Just before Christmas 2014, a group of 14 
Year 9 and 10 pupils visited Berlin for a 
cultural visit 
I can honestly say it was  the best school trip I have 
been on.  It was very intensive as we were there for 
just three days. There was so much to see and we 
didn’t waste a minute! We saw all the main sights 
including the TV Tower, the Reichstag , the Sony 
Centre , the Brandenburg Gate, the Holocaust 
Memorial and Checkpoint Charlie as well as the  
Olympic stadium where  the Olympics in 1936 
were held.  We also went to the Christmas Markets 
at Charlottenburg and Alexanderplatz where we 
could see many traditional gifts and different foods. 
We  even had the opportunity to climb up a watch 
tower on the former East German border. 

The most memorable thing for me was going up the 
TV Tower-the view was great and I could identify 

many of the places we had visited. The most sombre 
moment for me was Sachsenhausen Concentration 
Camp on the outskirts of Berlin. The atmosphere 
was sad but I learned a lot about persecution of 
the Jews and other minority groups.  The funniest 
thing was standing outside our hotel in our 
pyjamas in the middle of the night when the fire 
alarm went off. 

We tried lots of traditional German foods, 
including the traditional Currywurst. In my 
opinion the best of these was the Spaghettieis, 
which is spaghetti shaped vanilla ice cream with a 
strawberry sauce and a frozen cream in the centre. 
Lecker!

It was a great experience and I would love to do it 
all again.

Josh Weaver

DECEMBER 2014

English Trip to 
Canterbury
In December, Year 8 English classes went 
on a visit to Canterbury.



The Dance Show
This year’s Gym and Dance display took 
place at the beginning of December over 
two evenings with a theme of the four 
elements. The show was well attended 
and presented the best chereography and 
dance talent at JHN.



The Chaplaincy Team organised a hamper 
shoebox appeal at Christmas to support the 
work of local charities.

The Hamper Appeal collected items for 
three charities: the Garden House Hospice 
in Letchworth, the Stevenage Community 
Food Bank and the North Herts Sanctuary 
and Stevenage Haven Homeless Charity.  We 
collected so many boxes, that we were also 
able to donate some to the St Vincent De Paul 
Society (SVP) and the local churches for the 
elderly too.

We collected around 70 hamper boxes and 
around 50 shoeboxes. The charities were 
overwhelmed with the generosity. Pupils 
were able to meet representatives from some 
of the charities and give them the donations 
personally. The representatives spoke to 
them about what their charities do and how 
all of the donations would help.

Christmas Lunch 2014!

Advent Services

Chaplaincy Christmas Hamper Appeal

BTEC Travel and Tourism 
trip to Madame Tussauds 
Pupils and students in Years 10, 11 and 12 
enjoyed an educational trip to Madame 
Tussauds, London.  

We focused on customer service and the 
facilities available for tourists. We also got to 
spend time with numerous celebrities!  



Head Girl, Head Boy 
Trip to Uganda
Over Christmas 2014 the head boy, 
head girl team travelled to Uganda, 
accompanied by Miss Hewitson 
and Mr Tucker, to visit the KISS 
communities in Hoima and 
Kasambya. 
 



Robotic winners!
In January, the JHN Robotics competed 
in a national competition at the Imperial 
War Museum. They showed their skill 
and resourcefulness and were delighted 
to come second in the competition.

Students attend People’s 
Question Time 
In January students were invited to attend 
People’s Question Time in the run-up to the 
general election, they had the opportunity 
to question Labour leader Ed Milliband. 

JHN Fairtrade Active! 
The Year 11 Fairtrade group have managed 
to achieve the FairAware Award and the 
FairActive award for the school.
They are now working  
towards becoming a  
FairAchiever School!

Staff Pantomime  
Each year members of staff take part in the 
JHN Staff Panto, this time it was Cinderella.
All monies raised go towards the year’s 
fundraising total for KISS. Total ticket sales 
this year raised £2,785! (Oh no they didn’t, 
oh yes they did!) 

JANUARY 2015
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KISS WEEK 2015 
In February, KISS WEEK returned, 
the creative collaborative efforts of the 
HGHB Team, pupils, students, teachers 
and parents this year helped to raise a 
staggering £30,000! 

30



Head Girl, Head Boy  
Team Hustings
Each March, the Year 12 HGHB Team 
elections take place. Prior to the voting, each 
hopeful candidate presents a one minute 
hustings presentation to the rest of the Sixth 
Form and teaching staff. 

Geography Field Trip to 
Snowdonia
In March 2015 two AS Geography classes 
travelled to the Snowdonia National Park in 
North Wales.  

During an action packed and highly 
educational week they completed work to 
support their studies of flooding, glaciation 
and energy.  In addition they spent a day 
measuring how the characteristics of a river 
change downstream.  Not even the torrential 
Welsh rain could dampen the spirits of this 
incredibly hard working and enthusiastic 
group.

Ski Trip 

MARCH 2015

This February half term 82 pupils and 10 members of staff went on the Ski trip to Chatel in 
France.
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Year 10, GCSE Controlled 
Assessment, Norfolk
Geography GCSE pupils travelled to 
Norfolk at the end of April. 

Pupils enjoyed an overnight trip to North 
Norfolk as part of their GCSE Geography 
course. They studied the differences between 
the beaches at Weybourne and Overstrand. 
We were very lucky with the weather and the 
pupils collected the data required for their 
controlled assessment. 

Ministry of Science Live
50 pupils from Years 7 to 9 went to The 
Gordon Craig Theatre to see “The Ministry 
of Science Live” show on Tuesday 19 May. 

The theme of the evening was energy and 
energy types, presented very enthusiastically 
by two young scientists. Although high octane 
and entertaining, there was no dumbing-
down of the underlying science. They spent 
most of the evening demonstrating various 
energy types, through use of fire, loud bangs 
and explosions for example. They also used 
a Van der Graff generator and plasma ball 
to show some features of electricity and 
demonstrated the freezing powers of liquid 

nitrogen. In amongst all the excitement and 
noise was an underlying message that Energy 
Security is a big issue for Science, and one 
which may be solved by the future Scientists 
and Engineers who were sitting in the 
audience.

Sixth form students work 
with space company
Five of our sixth formers took part in 
education charity EDT’s scheme to work on 
a commercial project with Airbus Defence & 
Space in Stevenage.

Joseph Coulson, Tom Walker, Finn McKeown, 
George Packham and Emily Hopkinson 
worked on a project to design and build a 
minature rover. They presented it to an expert 

panel who were very impressed. Airbus 
mentor David Ledger commented “I was 
constantly impressed with the high levels 
of commitment from the team who came up 
with a practical solution that impressed many 
of us.”

Our student team said, “Every one of us has 
picked up multiple skills from this project 
and we now have experience of what it could 
be like to go into the engineering industry.”

Photo credit : The Comet Stevenage, 5 May 2015

Buckden Towers 
Year 9 spent the day at Buckden Towers 
reflecting on choices, specifically in relation 
to relationships.    

The pupils reflected on how each and every 
one of them has been made in the image and 
likeness of God, and as such should value 
their own worth, and the worth of others, as a 
special gift to be treasured and cherished.

The varied workshop sessions provided the 
opportunity for pupils to consider the way 
in which they make decisions, the influences 
they may be under and where they can access 
guidance and support.

They reflected upon a PSHCE session when 
drama group Ten Ten visited the school 
earlier in the term and engaged in activities 
developed by Ten Ten, building on the 
performances they had watched.

 
 
The pupils enjoyed the day discussing social 
issues with their friends but also having 
conversation with people they may not 
necessarily talk to in school. Watching media 
clips too made it a relaxing but informative 
day. Many commented that the day had made 
them think about the impact their decisions 
can make in the future and as you get older 
decisions become harder.

APRIL 2015 MAY 2015
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‘YEAR 11  DINNER AND DANCE’





Year 5 Primary School Visits
We welcomed groups of Year 5 pupils from 
our main feeder schools to experience life at 
The John Henry Newman Catholic School.  
Their enthusiasm shone through and we look 
forward to welcoming many of them into Year 7 
in September 2016.

JUNE 2015KS3 General Election
Key Stage 3 pupils took part in their own 
Election day at the school at the same time 
as the General Election this year. 

Candidates for the three main parties 
promoted their policies during the run-up 
with posters and a presentation. There was 
a great turn out, and the voting process ran 
smoothly in the Sports Hall. The winning 
candidate was Daniel Parry, for the Liberal 
Democrats. 

Year 8 Church Visits
As part of our Year 8 Religious Education 
Curriculum we arranged for all pupils to visit 
our local Christian churches in Stevenage Old 
Town. 

The churches involved on the day were the 
Bunyan Baptist Church, The Church of the 
Transfiguration, Holy Trinity Anglican Church 
and High Street Methodist Church.

Two sessions happened on the day and each 
child visited two different Christian churches. It 
provided the opportunity for pupils to consider 
the way in which the Church in Britain has 

divided and the differences and similarities 
that each Christian denomination has. At each 
venue the pupils were spoken to about the 
history and main beliefs that their religion holds 
and they had the opportunity to walk around 
and view the different features each church had. 
Some even got to experience the baptistry pool 
in the Baptist Church, empty of course!

The pupils enjoyed the day exploring different 
Christian practices and the reasons for them 
and they were able to make comparisons 
between buildings. Many commented that the 
day had made them think about the impact that 
the Reformation had in Britain and the changes 
in worship and belief still celebrated today.
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A meeting with Lord Coe
In May we were approached to see if we 
would be interested in taking ten of our 
pupils to a seminar hosted by Lord Sebastian 
Coe, naturally we jumped at the chance!

The ten lucky pupils were all very excited.  We 
arrived slightly early but this wasn’t a problem 
as Lord Coe was early too and he came over 
to talk to the pupils and find out a bit about 
each of them. He then delivered the seminar to 
around 500 people.

To have the opportunity to listen to him speak 
about his achievements on and off the track, 
was amazing. The audience was also given the 
chance to ask him questions.

Following the seminar, we were taken to a 
small room where food and drink was made 
available (much to the pupils glee).  Lord 
Coe then came in and sat down with us all 
and answered more of the pupils’ questions.  

The pupils couldn’t believe their luck, sitting 
down with a former World Record holder and 
Olympic Gold medallist, just casually having a 
chat!

Afterwards, Lord Coe said how proud the 
school should be of these pupils as they were 
a credit to it and to their families.  The pupils 
were truly inspired by the event and I am sure 
they will look back on this and become even 
more motivated to do well in each of their 
sports.

Year 7 French Trip to 
Brittany
We came back from Brittany on Friday 26th 
June having spent a week in St Malo. 

The journey to St Malo started rather early (we 
had to meet in the school car park at 6.00 am) 
but was very straightforward and uneventful, 
punctuated by regular stops, including of 
course our lunch break. We settled into our 
rooms just in time for dinner.  

After a good night’s sleep and a hearty 
breakfast, we were all ready for our first 
outing, a visit to the Grand Aquarium in St 
Malo. This is always a favourite. We had a 
wonderful and very knowledgeable guide 
who really kept the pupils interested in what 
they saw. They especially liked the sharks with 
their many rows of teeth. In the afternoon we 
visited the Zoo de la Bourbansais, a zoological 
park; set in very beautiful surroundings. We 
enjoyed looking at the gibbons, lions, giraffes 
and zebras, to name but a few, in such a calm 
environment with the sun shining down. 
The pupils enjoyed the visit to the local 
hypermarket Carrefour afterwards, as did the 
teachers who were able to stock up on essentials 
to bring home such as saucisson and cheese.

The following day, we had a guided tour of a 
privateer’s house, with some historical facts 
mixed in with legends. Once again, we were 
very impressed with the pupil’s behaviour 
and focus. They were asked lots of thoughtful 
and interesting questions and Mrs Irving’s 

translation skills were impeccable. Following 
this visit, the children had the opportunity 
to wander around the old town of St Malo in 
groups. 

Our last day in Brittany saw us at the Corbac 
Parc activity park. This was a perfect way to 
end our trip. It was a hot day so the pupils 
enjoyed the variety of water slides available 
and even the teachers braved the roller coaster.

Every evening, the children relaxed outside, 
playing football or volleyball (joined by Mr 
Losty, Mr Cipolla and Miss Mañez). They also 
enjoyed the aquarium quiz and our awards for 
doing silly things during the day. Tomiwa did 
not want to part with his One Direction bag 
which he got for calling me mum! 

The weather was very good to us and 
everyone had a very enjoyable time. The pupils                    
benefited enormously from this trip. They have 
learnt new vocabulary, experienced some of the 
French culture, seen new sights and made new 
friends. We now have to get ready for next year!

“To get the opportunity to meet Lord Coe was brilliant.  
As an 800m runner myself it was fantastic to listen 
to him talk about his achievements on the track. I was 
truly inspired.” – Daniel Streeter, Year 10

“I really enjoyed meeting Lord Coe. He was very inter-
esting and I even got to ask him a few questions which 
was great. It was an amazing experience and one I will 
never forget! – Abbie Scanlon, Year 7

“Thank you for giving us the opportunity to meet Lord 
Sebastian Coe.   He was a lovely guy and really down 
to earth.  I felt like I could’ve listened to him for ages 
and it’s really motivated me to do well in athletics” – 
Jeremiah Donoghue, Year 9
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Year 7 Italy Trip to Lake 
Garda
From the 20th-26th June, a group of 61 
people (54 children, 5 teachers and 2 
drivers) spent the week at Lake Garda, 
the biggest lake in Italy.

There they did many things, ranging from 
basking in the luxuries of the great Italian 
weather, swimming, exploring the old 
cobbled streets typical of those of European 
countries. I, Ciara Norman, was one of those 
students, and this is my account of  
the Italian Trip 2015.

Saturday 20th June - Sunday 21st June:  
SABATO 2O GIUGNO- DOMENICA 21 GIUGNO

After a lie-in that would only fully be appreciated in 
the following 24 hours, 54 students and their parents 
made their way up to the John Henry Newman 
School and suitcases were packed into the bottom of 
the coach that would temporarily be their home for 
the next 24 hours. Pupils said their final good byes 
to their parents (“my baby’s all grown up!”) and, 
after handing in their EHICs, sat on the coach with 
their equally excited friends. They waved goodbye to 
their parents, sat back and took in the enormity of the 
situation: THEY WERE GOING TO ITALY! The 
atmosphere in that crowded coach was ecstatic, like 
pupils travelling to a well-anticipated sporting game, 
each individual very excited, even if some of the boys 
didn’t show it….  

After four hours we arrived in Dover and boarded 
the ferry. Back on the coach, the time was split up by 
the regular stops (every 3-4 hours) and after our last 
stop at around 11 or 12 o’clock we settled down to 
sleep…or at least we tried to. Only a lucky few got a 
reasonable amount of sleep and I was unfortunately 
not one of them; I think I got two hours. We did, 
however, wake up to the breath-taking sight of the 
mountains in Switzerland.  After a few more hours 
we arrived, earlier than expected, at the San Zeno 
Hotel.

Monday 22nd June:  
LUNEDI 22 GIUGNO

On the Monday, after a restful night, we set out 
to ‘Parco Natura Viva’ and got off the coach to 
gaze in awe at the magnificent animals. After 
lunch we set off for Verona. In Verona we visited 
the romantic spot of Juliet’s Balcony, and the 
breath-taking old arena, dating back to 30 years 
after Christ. Afterwards we were allowed to go 
and freely roam the designated streets (within, of 
course, a time period). After some time shopping, 
we got back onto the coach and drove back. We had 
dinner, washed and enjoyed a singing session with 
Mr Wright, his sound system and lyric booklets. 
We went to bed, handed in our phones and slept, 
ready for the next day. 

Tuesday 23rd June:  
MARTEDI 23 GIUGNO

On Tuesday, we had another huge breakfast 
and set out to the castle Rocca Scaligera. After 
exploring the towers and rooms, we had a walk 
round the little town surrounding it, where I 
ordered another delicious ice cream and bought a 
bracelet. Then we got onto a large boat and sailed 
out, admiring the magnificent views of not the 
lake and mountains surrounding it. We got off in 
Garda, and went shopping in the cobbled streets. 
After lunch we travelled back to the hotel by 
coach. Upon arrival, we were allowed in the hotel 
pool, but not on the football pitch as it was being 
re-surfaced, much to the disappointment of many. 
We had another singing session then went up to 
bed.

Wednesday 24th June:  
MERCOLEDI 24 GIUGNO

This was our last full day. For the perfect ending 
to what had been a brilliant trip, WE WENT TO 
GARDALAND! The fifth biggest and best theme 
park In Europe. We spent the whole day there, 
and took some hilarious photos. In the evening, 
we took part in a huge quiz and my team may or 
may not have come last… Nevertheless it was a 
lot of fun. Afterwards, we had a great disco - with 
dance offs! We went to bed later and slept well, 
not wanting to think about our departure the next 
day.

Thursday 25th June - Friday 26th June:  
GIOVEDI 25 - VENERDI 26 GIUGNO

We woke up on Thursday feeling upset that our trip 
had come to an end but wanting to make the most of 
the last morning. After packing and tidying up our 
rooms, we headed downstairs and were allowed to 
go once more into the pool, though I decided not to.  
We had a hot lunch and then, with a pang of regret, 
left the hotel and prepared ourselves for the journey 
back.

My favourite part of the trip was probably exploring 
the towns and shopping, which was great fun. I 
mostly spoke in Italian to order food or buy things, 
but also for many greetings, which has helped me 
grow in confidence and develop my understanding 
of the language, as well as practising saying phrases 
out loud and having to adapt them to the situations. 
Would I go again? Most definitely, just maybe not 
by coach!

Ciara Norman



Enrichment Week 2015
This year Enrichment Week, focused on 
the theme of WE COULD BE HEROES. 
Hopefully if you are a parent of a Year 8 or 
Year 9 pupil you will have seen the badges and 
the “medals” which were awarded for superb 
work throughout the week. The pupils were 
amazing and they really worked hard, you 
could actually see the thinking taking place. 

Learning survival skills, making fire without 
matches, eating bugs, first aid, looking after the 
well being of an egg as it travelled over land, 
sea and air were some of the many activities 
that got the pupils really thinking and working 
as a team. The week was a huge success. When 
speaking with the pupils, one of their favourite 
activities was the creation of a superhero and 
the production of a comic strip where they 
actually featured as the super hero in true comic 
book photographic fashion. 

The photographs of the whole week tell the 
story much better than words, so enjoy the 
images contained here. 



Once again it was wonderful to see so many 
of you at the show this year. GCSE, AS, A 
Level and BTEC students filled the hall with 
many friends and members of their families to 
celebrate their hard work. It is always so nice 
to welcome back and catch up with so many 
former students who make it back for the 
Private View. 



Amey/Affinity Water 
Project 
Year 8 pupils worked in collaboration on a 
collage design for Amey/Affinity Water.

We were delighted to be invited to work 
on the hoardings for the replacement of the 
mains water pipes this year. The design has 
been delivered and was launched on Hitchin 
Road, just outside school, over the summer. 
The whole of Year 8 worked on the project, 
which was pulled together in the Macs by 
Emer McGarry.

Coca Cola Trip 
The Year 12 BTEC  Business trip to the Coca 
Cola factory was once again a valuable 
experience for students to see the theory 
they are learning in practice. 
During the trip we focused on the 
manufacturing and distribution of the 
product.  The students had the opportunity 
to go onto the factory floor and see the 
manufacturing in process. 

Rhythms of the World 
poster project 
This poster, which measures 1m x 1m was 
created by the staff, students and pupils of 
the John Henry Newman Team.

The Arts specialist team organised a series 
of workshop, all run by Sixthformers, for all 
year groups. The focus was to produce an 
image that was evocative of Hertfordshire. 
We took a dynamic approach and layered up 
drawings of words created using foodstuffs 
and collage. The drawings were scanned and 
then manipulated on Photoshop. 

The poster was hung on stage at the very 
popular Rhythms of the World festival in 
Hitchin this year. 

A big thanks to all who were involved. 

Publishing success for 
Creative Writing Club
The year 8 and 9 Creative Writing Club 
meets at lunchtime on Thursdays and is 
made up of a dedicated group of creative 
poets and story-tellers.

We focus on an aspect of writing in a 
creative way and the pupils have started 
to lead the sessions depending on what 

they want to gain from them.  One of the 
proudest moments of the club was when 
five of the pupils became published poets, 
showing a dazzling range of creative ideas 
and inspiration.  Most recently, they re-
worked a Grimm Fairytale and entered a 
national competition – all of them were 
runners-up for the prize and they will have 
their stories published in an anthology.  It 
has been a successful year for the club and I 
hope it will continue next year. 

Margaret Lally, 8AMF

The final Waterworks collage
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Sports Day 2015
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Sporting Achievements
Senior Girls Swimming 
Team 
On Friday 17th October the Senior Girls 
swimming team Alex Faulkner, Jessica 
Jackson, Jessica Scott and Rebecca Scott 
went to Watford for the Qualifying round of 
the English Schools Swimming Association 
National Relay Championships.
Our first event was the 4x50 metres medley relay. 
Our time of 2.11.72 (short course) was close to 
what we had hoped for.

We eventually lined up for our specialty event, 
the 4x50 metres. Our time of 1.56.08 (short 
course) was our fastest ever and we were placed 
4th in the region.

We had an anxious wait of about a week while the 
national organisers collated the results from the 
12 qualifying events around the country.

Finally the results were posted and we were 
very excited to find that we had been placed 
11th nationally in the 4x50 freestyle and we had 
qualified for the finals at the Olympic Pool in East 
London. We also qualified for the 4x50 medley.

On Saturday 22 November, we set off for the 
Olympic Pool. We were going to swim in the 
same pool in which Olympic medals had been 
won and world records set.

There were 20 teams in the semi finals all hoping 
to be among the 10 fastest who would compete in 
the final. In the 4x50 freestyle semi final we 

all swam very fast times in our heat and this 
qualified us in 10th position and gained us a place 
in the final. In the final we swam even faster than 
in the heat to achieve 8th place nationally (that’s 
8th place out of 6000), with a time of 1.55.75 
(long course).

For a school that doesn’t have a swimming 
pool and a group of swimmers who don’t train 
together we were over the moon with our results, 
especially as the top 5 schools were all sports 
colleges with swimming programmes.

We had the most amazing day and loved 
swimming at the Olympic pool; the atmosphere 
was fantastic.

We would like to thank the PE staff, the minibus 
driver and our parents who supported us and who 
helped create such a special memory.

Alex Faulkner, Year 12

Catholic games in Malta 
In July three of our pupils: Daniel Streeter, 
Keira Hicks and Christiana Hetherington 
took part in the Catholic Games in Malta. 
Keira won a bronze in the high jump. Daniel 
won silver for 4 x 400m relay along and 
achieved a new PB in the 400m (51.75).  He 
also came 4th in the 800m. Christa gained so 
much experience as the youngest athlete at 
the games. 

Year 9 Badminton Team  
National Finals 
On 10th May, Steven Elliott, Jason Haley, Callum 
Latter, Michael Rock and Sean Groarke competed at 
the National Championship finals representing The 
John Henry Newman School and their region.  
The team secured second place in the country, out of 
8000 competing schools!

Rugby winners 
Our Year 10 Rugby Team played in the County cup 
final and narrowly lost out.

Football successes
Our Year 8, Year 10, Year 11 and our Senior Team all 
became District Cup Winners in boy’s football. The 
Year 10 boys went on to play in the County Cup final, 
where they narrowly lost out. 

Netball wins
District League winners for girls 
netball in Year 10 and Year 7. 

Trampolining 
Both Luke Dewe and Kit Kerr represented 
JHN in March in the National Schools 
final in Trampolining and Pentathlon. 
Against all the schools in the country Luke 
came 3rd for Trampolining and Kit came 
8th for Pentathlon. 

Indoor Athletics
Year 7 girls gained a bronze and the Year 8 
girls gained a gold at the Indoor Athletic 
Championships. The Year 8 girls went on to 
compete in the County Champtionships.

Year 9 Cricket Team win
The Year 9 Cricket Team won the District Calypso 
Tournament in July. 

Year 10 District Cup winners and County Cup 
runners up

Year 7 Netball team - winners of the District 
Tournament and League

Year 9 Cricket Team



Exam Results 2015
GCSE RESULTS

87% of pupils achieved 5 high grade (A* - C) GCSE passes (83% including English and Maths).  
36% of all grades awarded were at A* or A and the proportion of pupils gaining 8 or more high 
grade passes was 75%.

The following pupils were awarded A* or A grades for at least 9 of their GCSE courses:

Katelin Archer 9 Amelia Lawn 11 Olivia Rose-Grey 11
Henry Baker 10 Emily-Jane Loughrey 10 Edward Routh 9
Iesleen Bartolome 11 Alessandro Lucas Bautista 12 James Ryan 10
Ellie Brown 9 Francesca Lundie 10 Joshua Smyth 9
Adam Canny 11 Shaun McGown 9 Laura Spencer 11
William Cartledge 11 Gabriella Messore 11 Lorenzo Tamburello 11
Christian Clarke 10 Kate Newby 11 Alexander Thornton 12
Joseph Crawley 9 Daniel Newman-Sanders 10 Fiona Thornton 11
Mae Elmes 11 Thomas Nicholas 10 Sebastian Venter 11
Olivia Hunter 10 Finn O’Connor 10 Dominic Waddell 10

Isobel Jones 9 Roisin Phelan 10 Lukas Wait 12
Joseph Jordan 10 Lucy Priest 9 Juan-Andres Ward 9
Jane Jose 10 Joyal Raju 11 Philip Willey-Toledo 9
Luke Latter 11 Sara Rock 10

GCSE 2013 2014 2015 Average for 
last 3 years

Number of pupils who gained 5 
or more subjects grade A*-C
Percentage of Year Group

204

92%

194 
 

86%

193

87%

197

88%

Percentage of grades awarded at 
A*-A 31% 30% 36% 32%

Percentage of Year Group with 
5 GCSEs grades A*-C, including 
Maths and English

71% 80% 83% 78%

Number of pupils who gained 8 
or more subjects grades A*-C 
Percentage of Year Group

169 
 

 76%

160 
 

71%

165 
 

75%

165 
 

74%

KiCA Trip and the KiCA Music Mission  
KiCA (KISS Community Adventure) is an initiative from the KISS Trustees 
aimed at providing the opportunity for more young people to visit the 
KISS communities. This summer the KiCA Music Mission comprised of 
past and present musicians from JHN also went to Uganda. They taught a 
wide range of instruments and music to the communities. BE INSTRUMENTAL FOR CHANGE

KICA 
MUSIC MISSION
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A Level and BTEC Diploma/Subsidiary Diploma
242 students entered for A Levels and there was a 99.2% pass rate, with over 52% of grades being 
awarded at the highest levels of A* to B.   67% of the total BTEC grades were awarded at Distinction*  
or Distinction.

The following students achieved passes with grades of A,A,B or higher (or BTEC equivalent). 

Alexander Arnull A* A* A* Rebecca Hoyland D* Dis Dis James Southern D* Dis Dis M
Callum Barnes A A A Archie Hughes A A A Hazel Tafireyi D* D* Dis
Thea Barnes A* A* B Anna Hurley A A B Tiffany Venter A* A* A*
Michael Blanchfield A A B Tinotenda Hurune D D* D* Dis Liam Welby D* D* Dis
Kelly Bradshaw D* D* D* Eleanor Jordan A* A* A Gabriel Beecroft A* A A A
Megan Brown A* A* B Tadi Mahlunge A* A B Robin Carver D* Dis Dis Dis
Tandra Clayden A A A Amy McAree A* A B Joe Corr D* Dis Dis Dis
Maeliosa Cuffe Dis Dis Dis Freddie Melbourne A* A A Louisa Hart B D* D* D*
Rhys Dainton A A A Clodagh Murphy B D* Dis Basil Regi S* S* A A
Andrew Davies A* A* A Jamie Nicholas A A B Callum Ryan A* A* A* A*
Christopher Day A A B Jochebel Ohene 

MacCarthy
B D* Dis Zivanayi Sango A* A A A

Eleanor Dyson D* D* D* Bianca Pacifico D* D* Dis

Caitlin Fletcher A* A B Joseph Phelan A A B

Madeleine Gallagher D* Dis Dis William Rayment A A B

Jill Gardener A* A* B Lucy Reynolds A A A

Tatenda Hapaguti D* Dis Dis William Roberts A* A* A

Carys Harrison A* A B Geraldine Sawyer B D* D*
Joshua Heyman D D* Dis Dis Jessica Scott A A B

GCE A-Level 2013 2014 2015 Average for 
last 3 years

Number of students on roll in 
Year 13 220 207 242 223

A-level pass rate 98.8% 99.8% 99.2% 99.3%

Percentage of grades awarded at 
A*-A 28% 33% 22% 28%

Number of students to 
university 142 141 180 154

BTEC only 2013 2014 2015 Average for 
last 3 years

% Distinction* - Distinction 71% 60% 67% 66%

% Distinction* - Merit 84% 87% 87% 86%

(D* = Distinction*,  Dis = Distinction)
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Many of the photographs within this publication  
were taken by our talented pupils and students including:

Freyja Estall-Hewett, Ayla Sunga,  
Oliver Rowe and Abigail Fraydon 
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